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Background: Although various two-stent approaches have been performed in coronary bifurcations, the optimal two-stent technique is still 
controversy.We compared the crush and the culotte technique in bifurcation lesions with the long-term clinical outcomes.
Methods: Between August 2004 and November 2006,12824 patients were enrolled in j-Cypher registry.Among them,we identified 2250 non-LMCA 
native bifurcation lesions using only SES. 361(16.0%)bifurcations in 341patients were treated with SES in both main vessel and side branch.Of 
these, the crush and culotte stenting technique was used in 73(20%) in 73patients and 59(16%)lesions in 58patients,respectively.The strategy of 
two-stenting technique was selected according to the operators’ discretion.We investigated 3-year clinical outcomes in bifurcations with the crush 
versus culotte technique using SES.
Results: There was no significant differences regarding the rate of true bifurcation and T-shaped bifurcation. Final kissing balloon technique 
was performed 80.8% in crush and 86.4% in culotte(p=0.39).Follow-up angiography was performed in 96(72.7%) lesions.The incidence of binary 
restenosis rate was 26.0% in crush and 20.0% in culotte (p=0.50).The binary restenosis of main vessel and side branch were found in 22.0% versus 
6.7%(P=0.03) and 12.0% versus 13.3%(P=0.85),respectively.There was no significant differences regarding total death between two groups(p=0.20). 
There was also no significant differences in the incidence of ARC definite stent thrombosis and TLR at 3 year between the groups; crush1.47%, 
culotte1.85% (P=0.87) and crush 26.2%, culotte 15.1%(p=0.19), respectively.
Conclusions: Both the crush and the culotte bifurcation stenting techniques were associated with similar and favorable three-year clinical and 
angiographic
